Election Law: Unbroken Chain of Custody Essential to Free & Fair Elections

Bipartisan election observers must certify each step

Your Precinct Totals → County Tabulator → State Tabulator

Real County Vote Totals IN

Faked County Vote Totals OUT

Man-in-the-Middle
Probably operates using an obscured state subcontract. For example, see “NTT DATA” in Missouri—improperly listed as “NIT DATA” in the purchasing database. In the 2004 Ohio election it was a “consulting” professor for Cedarville University with a subcontract that perpetrated Man-in-the-Middle for George W. Bush.

Fraud Watch at Precinct:
1. Rigged machines with wrong totals
2. Ballot stuffing
3. Unregistered voters
4. Voting more than once

Fraud Watch between County & State Tabulators:
• “Man-in-the-Middle” vote shifting, “also called “Kingpin”

If the chain of custody is broken (often by signing off on totals without sure knowledge of what you are signing), election observers are committing fraud by certifying vote totals where they do not have first hand knowledge that the totals accurately reflect the voter choices.

No paper trail means sure fraud. Random machine tests are easily fooled. By the same token, mere printouts of totals from touch screens and scanners verifies only that the printer works, not that the totals being printed are accurate and true.